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0. INTRODUCTION 
Let Fq be a field with q elements. F(q n) is an n-dimensional vector space 
over  fq.  In [2] Kantor proves that the rank over a field of characteristic 
zero of the incidence matrix of k- vs./-dimensional ffine subspaces of F(q n) 
is [nk]q'qn-k if k<<.l and k+l<n.  One could use Kantor's method to 
prove that if k ~< l and k + l >~ n then the rank is I_l_lqq . . . . .  t. 
In this paper we compute the rank of this matrix over any field whose 
characteristic does not divide q. The result we get is similar to Wilson's 
rank formula for the incidence matrix of k vs. l subsets of a set with 
n elements (see [3]). It is also similar to the formula obtained in 
[1, Theorem 3.1] for the incidence matrix of k- vs. /-dimensional linear 
subspaces of F (n) q • 
We show here a connection between the incidence matrices of affine 
subspaces and the incidence matrices of  linear subspaces. Let A~ 't be the 
inclusion matrix of k- vs./-linear subspaces of F(q n). Let B~ 't be the inclusion 
matrix of k- vs. l-affine subspaces of F~ n). We prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Fq be a f ield with q elements, q = pa, p a prime. Let 
K be a f ield with char(K) ¢ p. Let 0 <~ k, l < n. Then 
rank/riB,.t) = rankK(A~.~) + (qn _ 1) rankK(A~._ ~ 1). 
Using Theorem 3.1 and [1, Theorem 3.1] we derive the following rank 
formula for the incidence matrix of affine subspaces. 
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THEOREM 3.2. I f  Fq is a field with q elements, q= y ,  p a prime, and if 
K is afield with char (K)#p,  then the following hold: 




n n _ . rankK(Bk, l)=i~yk,,(Iilqqn-i l i llqqn (~ 1,) 
{ i, il  Oin the e,   tYk't= ilO<<'i<~k' k - i  q 
I f  k <<. l, k + l >>. n then 
n . n rankK(gk, t)=j~,(I j]qqn y [jq_l]qqn (j+l)) 
j "  k the field K} 
1. MODULES OVER THE GENERAL AFFINE GROUP 
In order to prove the main theorem (Theorem 3.1) we study certain 
permutation modules of the general affine group. The tool to which we 
resort is a restriction of such modules to modules over the group of trans- 
lations, and the decomposition of the modules into a direct sum of 
homogeneous components (with respect o the group of translations). This 
section is devoted to this procedure. We study the general affine group and 
some properties of its modules. We start with some technicalities. 
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field E. Let 
V* = home( V, E). 
If T : V~ V is linear, we define T* : V* ~ V* by 
Vq~ s V* T*(cp) = cp o T. 
V T) V 
T*(q~) x l ~° 
E 
T* is obviously linear. 
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Let B be a basis of V over E and let B* be the dual basis of V*. If A 
is the matrix of T with respect o B then clearly tA iS the matrix of T* with 
respect o B*. We have 
dim{c~e V[ T(c~)= c~} 
= dim V-  rank(A - I) 
= dim V* - rank(t(A - I)) = dim V* - rank(tA - I) 
=dim{q~s V*I T*(~o)= (p} =dim{~o e V* ] ~oo T= ~o}. 
If E is finite one can conclude that 
#{~ vl r (~)=~} = #{~o~ v* I q~oT=~o). 
Assume from now on that E is indeed finite. Let G be a finite group and 
let us have a group homomorphism 
G -~ GLe(V).  
This homomorphism induces a group homomorphism 
G ~ GLE(V*) 
by defining, for each g ~ G, ~o e V*, 
g((p)=~oog -1. 
V g-l) V 
g ( ~° )~NN~ l ~° 
E 
For each g e G define 
~(g) := #{~ Vl g(~)= ~} 
~*(g) := # {q~ v* I g(~o) = q~}. 
Obviously g(~p) = ~0 ¢~ ~0 o g 1 ~--~0 ~ (~ = (p o g. Therefore ~*(g)= # { q9 e V* [ 
~0og=~0}. Hence for all geG r t (g)=~*(g) .  So (1/IGl)Zg~Grt(g)= 
(1/[Gl)Y~g~*(g) and according to "Burnside's" lemma it follows that 
the number of orbits of G in its permutation action on the set V is the same 
as the number of orbits of G in its action on V*. 
The setting for the definition of the core: 
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We have two fixed finite fields E_  F. We have a fixed finite-dimensional 
vector space V over F. V is thus also a finite-dimensional vector space 
over E. 
Let U be an E-subspace of V. 
Define 
core(U) := ~ { W ] W_~ U and W is an F-subspace }.
CLAIM 1.0. I f  U & an E-subspace of V then: 
1. core(U) is an F-subspace of V. 
2. core(U)___ U. 
3. I f  W ~_ U and if W is an F-subspace of V then W~core(U).  
4. (Va• V) [a•core(U)~(Va•F)aa•  U]. 
5. If core(U)~ {0} then 
core(U)= (J {W] W<~ U, W is an F-subspace, d imr(W)= 1}. 
Proof Obvious. | 
Put V* := home( V, E). For each go • V* ker go is an E-subspace of V. 
Instead of writing core(ker go), we write core(g0). Put G :=GLF(V) .  We 
have of course the natural inclusion homomorphism G-~ GLE(V). There- 
fore the number of orbits of G on V is the same as the number of orbits 
of G on V*. If V¢  {0} then the number of orbits of G on V is 2. Hence 
we conclude: 
LEMMA 1.1. I f  V# {0} then the number of orbits of GLF(V  ) on 
homE(V, E) is 2. (Otherwise put: If Vv~ {0} then G acts transitively on the 
set V*\{0}). 
LEMMA 1.2. I f  V# {0} then 3go• V* such that 
dim F (V/core(go)) = 1. 
Proof Let W be any F-subspace of V s.t. dimF (V/W)= 1. Obviously 
dime(V/W)>ll. Let U then be any E-subspace of V s.t. W~_U and 
dime(V/U) = 1. Since Wis an F-subspace of V, and W~ U, it follows that 
W~ core(U). But core(U)~ V so W= core(U). Now take any go • V* such 
that ker go = U. It is clear that core(go) = W. | 
LEMMA 1.3. If V~ {0} then for each ,9• V*\{0} 
dim F (V/core(O)) = 1. 
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Proof There is ~o e V* \{0} such that d im(V/core(p) )= 1 (Lemma 1.2). 
Let 0 be any element of V*\{0}.  Since GL  F (V) is transitive on V*\{0},  




It is clear then that ker q~ = g[ker  0]. But g ~ GL  r (V) so it must take the 
unique maximal  F-subspace contained in ker 0 to the unique maximal 
F-subspace contained in ker ~o. That  is, core(cp) = g[core(0)] .  
Hence 
dimr(V/core(O))= 1. | 
The following lemma characterizes the stabilizer of an element of V*. As 
before 
G=GLF(V) ,  V*=homE(V,E) .  
For each q~ ~ V* define 








Fix ¢p s V* and g e G. The following conditions are 
g~Ge. 
Each coset of ker ~p is invariant under g. 
ira( g - id) _~ ker ~o. 
ira( g - id) _ core(o). 
Each coset ofcore(q~) is invariant under g. 
Proof The equivalence of 1, 2, 3 is trivial. 
The equivalence of 4, 5 is trivial. 
It is clear that 4=,3 .  It remains to prove then that 3 =,4. Assume 
im( g - id) c ker (p: 
g - id e GL  F (V) and therefore im( g - id) 
is F-subspace. Hence im(g- id )~core(ker~o) ;  that is, im(g- id)__c  
core(~p). | 
Remark. If ~p = 0 then core(p)  = ker ~p = V. In this case G~ = G. We try 
now to describe G~o when ~o ¢ 0. We do this with the help of the affine 
582a/63/2-10 
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group. Let W be a vector space over the field F. For each e e W define 
c~ ~ sym(W) by 
g/:= w}. 
is an abelian subgroup of Sym(W). GL r (W) is also a subgroup of 
Sym(W). We can therefore define 
AffF (W) := (I~V, GLF (W)).  
It is easy to see that for each g eGLF(W ) and for each a e W, 
g o~o g - l=  ga. It is easy to see that each element of AffF (W) can be 
uniquely represented as 
~og (~eW, geGLF(W)).  
It is clear that Aft F (W)= I~)~ GL e (W). Let us return to the case at hand: 
E and F are finite fields. E_~ F. V is a finite-dimensional vector space 
over F. V* = home( V, E). G = GL F (V). 
Let go be an element of V*\{0}. As we have shown, core(go) is 
F-subspace, dim F (V/core(go)) = 1; and 
G~o= {gEG l g.go=go}. 
LEMMA 1.5. Fix rio, floe V\core(go). The map 
defined by 
G~ ~ Aft F (core(go)) 
g ~ (g -- id) flo ° (g [" core(go)) 
is a group isomorph&m (~ denotes restriction). 
Proof Easily checked. | 
We now study modules over the general affine group. 
Let Fq be a field with q elements, q = pa, p a prime number. Let V be 
a finite-dimensional vector space over Fq. Let K be a field which contains 
a root of unity of order p. This entails of course that char(K) ~ p. 
Let 
i r rK (V) :={ZIz 'V - - *K \{O},Va , / /~V Z(a+f l )=Z(7)Z( f l )} .  
Put C := {a e K I a p = 1 }. C is a cyclic group of order p. 
If zeirrK(V) then X(a)P=z(p.a)=x(O)= 1, so X takes values in C. 
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If H and J are groups then denote by horn(H, J) the set 
{ f  I f :  H--, J is a group homomorphism }. 
If we regard V as a group with respect o addition then 
irrK(V) = horn(V, C). 
Now, remember that Y_p ~_ Fq. But homz,(V, 2~p) --- horn(V, Zp). That is, 
the set of linear transformations (over the field 7/p) from V to 7/p is the set 
of group homomorphisms from V, + to 7/p, +. 
The set horn(V, C) can be identified with the set horn(V, 7/p). We can 
then identify the set irrx(V) with the set homz,(V, 2p). 
The group GLrq(V) acts as a permutation group on the set irrK(V) 
under the definition 
Vg~GLF~(V), V)~ ~ irrK(V) 
g ' z  :=X ° g-~ 
v g l) v 
C 
The permutation representation f GLFq(V) on the set irrK(V) is similar 
to the representation  the set hom~p(V, Zp). 
If dimF,(V)=n then ]I ? [=]V l=q"=pan.  But accoridng to our 
assumption char(K) ¢ p. Therefore any module over the group-ring K. 17" is 
semisimple. 
But 
lirrK(V)l--Ihomz~(V, Zp) I 
[hom~p(V, Zp)l = I Vl 
I VI = I Vl. 
That is, the number of 1-dimensional representations of the group V, over 
the field K, is [ 17"]. But V~ V, so the number of 1-dimensional representa- 
tions of the group 17, over the field K, is IV[. 
Hence l? does not have irreducible representations, over K, which are 
not 1-dimensional. 
Set G :=GLFq(V ), and for each Z ~irr/((V), G x := {g~G[ g.Z=Z}.  
DEFINITION. If M is a module over the grout~ring K.AffFq(V ) and if 
zEirr,~(V), define M x := {mEMIVc~ V ci.m=g(c0m}. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let M be a module over the ring K.AffFq (V). 
l. I f  we regard M as a module over K.  17" (by restriction) then 
VZ ~ irrK(V), M z is a submodule. It is the homogeneous component of vM 
corresponding to Z. 
2. M= G z~irrK(v) Mx. 
3. Vg~G, VzeirrK(V) gMz=Mg,  z. 
4. M z is a submodule with respect to the group G z (and hence with 
respect o the group V. Gz). 
Proof Obvious. | 
Remark. 
Lemma 1.5, 
If ~ i r rK (V)  is not the trivial character then according to 
Thus, since M z is a module over Gz, 
AffFq(COre(z)). Remember that 
G z ~- Affr~ (core(x)). 
it can be regarded as a module over 
dimFq (V/core(z)) -= 1. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let M and N be modules over the ring K.AffFq(V). Let 
B: M ~ N be a homomorphism over K . AffFq (V). Then :
1. For each z~irrK(V) B: M z~N z. 
2. rankK(B) = ~-~zsirrg(V) rankK(B P Mz) 
3. For each z~irrK(V) and geG the following diagram is 
commutative: 
M~--~me~ 
N~ ~ , N~.~ 
4. I f  Z1, z26irrK(V), ;(1 is the trivial character and z2#Xl  then 
rankx(B ) = rankx(B ~ M~) + (q" - 1) rankK(B ~ M~2) 
(n = dimrq (V)). 
Proof According to Lemma 1.1 (for F=Fq and E= ~p) G is transitive 
on irrx(V)\{Z1}. Claim 4 then follows from 2 and 3. | 
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2. NATURAL PERMUTATION MODULES OF THE AFFINE GROUP 
the first 
AffF~ (V): 
If A is a finite set and K is a field, we define K-A to be the K-vector- 
space of formal K-linear combinations of elements of A. A is a basis of K. A 
over K. If a group H acts as a permutation group on the set A, then under 
the definition 
h. ~ ax .x : :  Z ax.hx (heH, a~eK), 
xeA xezl  
K-A is a module over the group-ring K .H.  
Now let Fq be a field with q elements (q = pa, p a prime). Let V be a 
finite-dimensional vector space over Fq. 
For each i, 0 ~< i ~< dimFq (V), define 
Fi(V ) := {U[ U <~ V, dimFq(U)=i}, 
~,(v) := {~+ U l~ v, uer,(v)}.  
There are of course two natural representations: 
GLFq (V)~ Sym(F,. (V)), 
affrq (V) ~ Sym(A/(V)). 
Since we have a canonical projection 
AffFq (V) ~ GLrq (V) (with kernel 17), 
representation of GLFq(V ) gives rise to a representation of 
(K.Ai(V)) z (for 
me(K.Ai(V))z: 
AffFq (V) ~ GLFq (V) ~ Sym(ri  (V)). 
If K is any field, we then have two modules over the ring K. Affrq ( V): 
K- F~ (V) and K- A i (V). 
Assume throughout this section that K is a field which contains a root of 
unity of order p. 
K. A i(V) is a module over K.Affvq(V) and we shall endeavor to describe 
each ~i r rK(V) ) .  Fix then ~eirr/~(V) and take 
a ~+L.L= 
LeA i (V)  
m= ~ aL. L (aL e K). 
L~Ai (V  ) 
aL(~ + L)=£t'm= z(ot)m 
L~ZIi(V) 
= Z Z(~)a~'L 
L~Ai (V)  
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Thus for each L e Ae (V) and each a e V 
a _ = + L = Z(~) aL, 
a~+L=Z(--a)  aL. 
If U e F~ (V) and if a e U then 
av = a_a+ v = Z(a) av. 
So i fav#O then Z(a)= 1. So i fav#O then U___ker Z. 
Now use Claim 1.0(3) for E=77p, F=Fq to deduce that if av#O then 
U_  core(z). 
In the following let ~(V /U)  denote a transversal for V/U; that is, a set 
of representatives, one from each coset of U in V. 
For Us  F,. (core(z)) define 
0:= 
c~eg- (v /u )  
The definition of D does not depend on the choice of a particular 3--(V/U) 
because if a + U = fl + U then 
a - f l sU ,  Z(C~-f l )=l ,  Z(c0=Z(fl), Z ( -oQ=Z( - f l ) .  
We have shown above that if m e (K. A~(V))z and m = Z L e,~i(V)aLL then 
m= E auD. 
U e Fi (core(z)) 
It is easy to check that if Us  F; (core(z)) then 0 e (K. A~ (V)) x. Hence it is 
clear that the family (UI Us  Fi (core(z))) is a basis of (K. zl~ (V)) x over K. 
Define now a K-linear map 
Ti:  (K. A~ (V)) z ~ K.  Fi (core(z)) 
by stipulating that Ti(U')= U. It is clear that T; is an isomorphism of 
vector spaces over K. This suffices for the rank considerations which we 
make in Section 3. Notwithstanding we show that T ~ preserves the linear 
structure not only over K but over some group-ring over K. 
We assume at first that geirrK(V)  is not the trivial character (i.e, 
9flo e V such that Z(flo) ~ 1). 
Remember that G = GLFq (V), GZ = { g e G [ g.  Z = Z }. 
(K .A  i (V)) x is a module over G z. 
K .F i (core(z) )  is a module over AffFq(COre(z)) (arising from the 
permutation action of the group AffF,(core(z)) on the set F~ (core(z))). 
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But if we choose/30 e V\core(z) then the map 
defined by 
G z -~ AffF, (core(z)) 
g--* (g--id)/3oO (g r core(z)) 
is a group isomorphism (use Lemma 1.5 for E = 7/p, F= Fq). 
THEOREM 2.0. Assume that Z ~ irrK(V) is not the trivial character. I f  we 
identify G x with AffFq(COre(z)) via the isomorphism above, then the map 
T~: (K. A~ ( V)) x ~ K. F~ (core(z)) 
is a module isomorphism between (K.A~ ( V) ) x over G x and K. F~ (core(z)) 
over Aff Fq (core(z)). 
Proof One must check that for each g ~ G x and each U e F~ (core(z)), 
T~(g. ~) = (g - id )  30 ° (g [" core(z)). Tt(g'). 
Since g ~ G z it follows that 
g.~J=g~U (g .~ J= ~ Z( -~) (g~+gU)  
\ c~3-(v/u) 
= • Z( --g~)(gc~ + gU) = ~. Z( -7)(7 + gU) = gU t .  
~e3-(v/u) 7eJ(V/gU) / 
Thus Ti(g , U)= T~(gU)= gU. On the other hand, 
(g -  id) 3o ° (g r core(z)) • T~(U) 
= (g r core(z)). T~(U) = (g r core(z))- U= gU. | 
We now turn to deal with the trivial character of V. Let gl s irrK(V) be 
the trivial character; that is, for all e~ V Zl (e)= 1. It is clear that 
core(z1)= V and that GxI=GLFq(V). (K.A~(V))xl is a submodule with 
respect to the group V.Gxl; that is, with respect to AffFq(V ). K.Fg(V)  
(=K.  F~ (core(z1))) is also a module with respect o AffFq(V) (a permuta- 
tion module arising from the action of the group AffFq(V ) on the set 
ri (v)). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Zl~irrK(V) be the trivial character of V. Then the 
map 
T ~" (K. Ai (V))x, --* K. Fe (core(z1)) 
is an isomorphism of modules of K.  AffF~ (V). 
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Proof One must check that for each ~ V, geGLrq(V) ,  and for each 
uer~ (v), 
T i (~*  g .  if_f) = 4o g .  T~(~J). 
But since Z1 is the trivial character it is clear that ~'= ~x¢v/u)  1 • (7 + U). 
It is easy to see then that 
~o g . (J= ~. l " (a + gT + gU) 
~,e~-(v/u) 
= ~ 1 . (6+gU)=gU.  
6 e ,Y-(V/gU) 
So 
Ti(4o g. ~]) = T~(gU) = gU. 
On the other hand 
8og .  T i (D)= ~o g - U=g.  U. 
(Note that in the permutation action of AffFq(V) on the set F i (V), the 
translations act trivially and hence we have the last equality). | 
3. INCIDENCE MAPS OF LINEAR AND AFFINE SUBSPACES 
Let Fq be a field with q elements, q=pd,  p a prime. V is a finite- 
dimensional vector space over Fq. K is any field with char(K)# p. We 
do not assume throughout this section that K contains a root of unity of 
order p. 
DEFINITION. If 0~<k, l<~dimFq(V) we define a linear map of vector 
spaces over K, 
A~fl:K. F, (V) ~ K.Fk(V) ,  
by stating that for all U e Ft (V), 
A~' (U)=~ {1. WI WeFk(V) ,  W=_ Uor  W_= U}. 
Similarly we define a linear map of vector spaces over K, 
B~' : K. A, (V) -~ K.  A~(V), 
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by stating that for all L ~ At (V  ), 
B~Z(L)=~ {1 .MI  M~Ak(V) ,Mc_LorM~_L} .  
Remark. It is clear that the maps A9 t and B9 ~ are linear not only over 
K but over K. Aff,-q(V) as well (and of course also over K. GLFq(V)). Note 
that since B~ t is linear over AffFq (V) (and in particular over 19) it follows 
that if K contains a root of unity of order p then for all Z e irr,:(V), 
B~': (K. A, (V)) x ~ (K-AK(V)) x. 
THEOREM 3.0. Assume that K contains a root of unity of order p. Let 
O<~ k, l < dimFq(V ). Fix Z 6irrK(V). 
(i) I f  k <. l then the following diagram is commutative: 
(K.A t (V)) x r' K .F I  (core()/)) 
Acore(z) 
(K.Ak(V))~ rk K-Vk(core(z)) 
(ii) I f  k >~ 1 then the following diagram is commutative: 
(K- A l (V)) x r '  K. Vt (core(x)) 
q • A core(x ) 
(K.Ak(V))z rk K.Fk(core(%) ) 
Proof Take U~Ft (core(g)). Then 
aE3- (v /u )  
Z(--a) B~'(e + U) 
oeE~(v /u)  LeAk(V)  
L_~a+ Uor  L~_e+ U 
L~Ak(V)  c(e a.~(g/U) 
L~_c~ + Uor  L ~_a + U 
But for every We Fk(core(z)) there is a w e K s.t. 
B~'(~) = y. awYV. 
W~ Fk (core(z)) 
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The coefficient of Wo in I~ o is 1 so the coefficient of Wo in 
~w~rk( .... (z))aw ITVis awo. Therefore for all W~Fk(core(z)), 
aw~ Y~ z(-a)- 
~a-(V /U)  
W_~+Uor  Wc_a+U 
(i) When k ~< l there is at most one element of V/U which contains 
W, namely U. Therefore 
1 Wc_U 
a w .= 0 otherwise. 
That is, 
B~t(~') =~ {1.1~ I W~Fk(core(z)), W_ U}. 
(ii) When k/>/, if there are elements of V/U which are contained in 
W they must be exactly the elements of W/U. Hence: 
aw = ~ u) 
otherwise. 
But since WEFk(core(z)) it follows that for all ae W X( -e )= 1. There- 
fore if W~ U then aw= IW/UI =qk-t. Thus, 
B~;t(D)=~ {q~-t. IYl W~Fk(core(z)), W_ U}. | 
Remark. The rank of the map A~; t or of the map B~/ depends on 
dimFq(V) and not on V itself. If dimFq(V)=n we denote rankK(A~/) by 
rankr(A~ d) and rankK(B~ t) by rankr(B~'t). (These numbers depend of 
course on k, l, n, q, char(K)). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Fq be a field with q elements, q = pd, p a prime. Let 
K be a field with char(K) ~ p. 0 <~ k, l < n. Then 
rankK(Bn kd) = rankr(A~") + (q" - 1) rankr(A kd ,). 
Proof The coefficients of the matrix of the map A~i} with respect to the 
bases Ft (W) of K. Ft (W) and Fk (W) of K- Fk (W) are 0 or 1. The same 
applies to the coefficients of the map B~/with respect o the bases At (V) 
of K .At (V)  and Ak(V) of K.Ak(V).  
These coefficients are elements of the prime field of K, and do not change 
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when we enlarge the field K. Therefore we can assume without loss of 
generality that K contains a root of unity of order p. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over  Fq. 
From Lemma 1.7 it follows that 
rankK(B~/) = ~', rankK(B~/ r (K .At (V) )z ) .  
Z ~ irrK(V) 
But according to Theorems 2.0, 2.1, and 3.0, for each X e irrK(V) 
k k,t rankK(B} t ~ (K.At (V)) z) = ran x(A .... (x))' 
Hence 
rankK(B~ l) Z k,, --- rankK(A .... (x))" 
)~ e irrK (V) 
But if X is not the trivial character of V then dimFq(core()O)=n--1 
(Lemma 1.3). 
If X1 is the trivial character then 
dim rq ( core(z ~ )) = n. 
Thus, 
rankK(B~' ) --- rankK(A~ 't) + (q" - 1) rankK(A~ 't_ 1). 
(Remember that lirrK(V)l =qn). | 
We give now an explicit formula for rank/((B~'t). Let F(q n) be an 
n-dimensional vector space over  Fq. Define: 
Obviously if i<0  or if i>n  then [-~] =0. When we write below that 
[~] va0 we mean that the integer [~] when regarded as an element of the 
field K, is different from the zero element of K. This depends of course on 
char(K) and not on K itself. Define 
{ E'i]} 
Yk, t := i [O<~i~k,  k - i  ¢0  , 
j - k  
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According to [1, Theorem 3.1], if k<~l and k+l<~n then 
/ F .7  F ,., 7 \  
(a) rankK(A~")= ~ \ L ' J  L - -  -- / i  " l /}"  
i e  Yk, t 
From this formula, with the help of Remark (ii) in the Introduction to [1 ], 
it is easily derived that if k ~< l and k + l/> n then 
([1[" 1) (b) rankK(A~d)= Y' j j+  1 j~x~,~ 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Fq be a field with q elements, q= pa, p a prime. K is 
a field with char(K) ~ p. 
(i) I f k<. l , k+ l<n then 
rankK(Bk,~)=i~,,([~]q.- ,  [ in l lq . - ( i  1)). 
(ii) I f  k <<.l, k + l>>.n then 
rank,v(B, k'')= E q" - ' -  j+  i " 
J~X"k,l 
Proof Easy application of (a) and (b) above and of Theorem 3.1 
above. | 
Remark. Since char(K)# p it follows that 
k- i  50 iff k- i  
Therefore 
Yk,,= {il0~< i<~k, IAk-, (F~qZ-i))l #0}. 
If k~ l ,  k+l<n then 
rankK(B~")= Y'. (IA, (F~qn))l-IA,_I(F~n>)I), 
iE Ykd 
One can say then that Wilson's rank formula holds for the lattice of affine 
subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space over a finite field. The 
essence of [1, Theorem3.1] is that it holds for the lattice of linear 
subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over a finite field. Note that, 
if char(K)=0, then the number (") ( " ,~ - , , - -1 )  appearing in the original 
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Wilson rank formula is the dimension of a certain simple module of the 
group Sn, the number fFi(F~qn))l--lFi_l(F(q"))l is the dimension of a 
certain simple module of the group GLn(Fq), while the number 
]A, (F(q"))l - ]A,_ 1 (F~))[ 
is the sum of the dimensions of two simple modules of the group Affn(Fq). 
This, however, will be dealt with in a subsequent paper [-4]. 
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